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No, I do not want to come down the mountain. The snow is wonderful; the skiing season is the best in many
years. I do not want to come down the mountain. Did you parents receive lots of complaints from children
who didn't want to stop skiing or snowboarding? Or perhaps it was the children who had to 'force' their
parents to come down?

The mountain is a place for retreat, for escaping the tiredness of every day life with its problems that use up
energy and vitality. It is relaxing to be there.

Well, for me, coming from a tropical country, mountains covered with snow are very attractive, but the
temperature up there is not. I relax more easily on a mountain covered by trees which protect me from hot
burning sun when it is 35 degrees. Whoever has gone to Rio de Janeiro, and had the opportunity to visit the
Sugar Loaf knows how impressive view and the calm one can feel even when down below there are 12
million people circulating, rushing, talking, fighting, shooting, living. Sugar Loaf is located on a small
peninsula surrounded by the sea. So, from the top of that monolithic mountain you look at the deep blue of the
water, and that relaxing blue envelops you.

You know, the mountains have their own voice, or should I say, their own silence? It is that unconditional
silence that enables us to listen to our own inner voices, the ones we normally don't listen to when we are
down here, in commotion. The mountains confront us with immensity; they push us towards vastness. To be
on the mountain is to have eyes which see far away, to have ears which listen deeply, to resonate to the
vastness. To be on the mountain is a metaphor for our impulse to stretch towards infinity, to cross borders, to
go further, to overcome the limits of an existence submerged in controversies and sufferings; visualizing the
possibility of a life redeemed from conflicts, illnesses and concerns; possessed by the joy of being exactly in
the place we want to be with the people we want to have around. Have you had that feeling, the feeling of
completeness? Nothing is missing.

Peter didn't want to go down the mountain. And he was right! It was the place he wanted to be. They were six
in all: three disciples -- Peter, John and James, and the three most expressive figures of Israel's religious life
â�� Moses, Elijah and Jesus. Note these two threes. Three is a symbolic number for infinity. So we have on
the top of the Mt. Tabor two infinities gathered. It means: past, present and future concentrated; the wholeness
of life held together.

The Transfiguration story has a symbolic character and it is full of biblical allusions. Moses and Elijah are
representatives of the Law and the prophets. The story evokes the experience of Moses in the Sinai and brings
back elements of God's manifestations to the people in the past: the cloud and the voice. The cloud was a sign
of God's presence and in the Psalms, they are God's chariot. Can you imagine God riding a cloud? The voice
is the same that speaks at the baptism of Jesus.

The topic of the conversation between Jesus, Moses and Elijah is Jesus' departure. The Greek word for
departure means exodus. In Jewish tradition this is one of the most meaningful words in the history of
salvation: the exit from Egypt under Moses leadership meant the liberation of the people â�� the passage-
from slavery to freedom; a new beginning. To speak about the exodus of Jesus is to designate him as the new
Moses that will bring liberation to the people through his passion and resurrection. It is to identify in him the
certainty of a new beginning.

All of us need new beginnings. What is keeping you captive? What do you need an exodus from? What do
you need an exodus to?
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The disciples were there, remembering their past, collecting their hopes for a renewed present and tasting an
anticipation of the future. Transfiguration is also an anticipation of the glory of the resurrected Christ.

What an extraordinary vision! What a glorious moment!

Let us build three dwellings, said Peter. There is always the temptation of perpetuating a moment of glory and
completeness. Is that bad or wrong? No. It is just not possible for us humans. All of us are sometimes up and
sometimes down. All of us feel like a stranger to ourselves in a given moment and in the following one, we
are our closest friend. Ana Cristina Cesar, a Brazilian poet says: " I am not identical to myself; I am and I am
not at the same time, in the same place and under the same point of view".

The disciples didn't understand what the exodus of Jesus was about. It was about going down the mountain.
Sharing life with others, being exposed to the sufferings and to the beauties of daily experience, acting upon
fears and choices, stepping towards the exodus of his own captivities, finding out that transfiguration doesn't
only happen on the top of the mountain, but also walking the path of the cross, believing in a promise, being
amazed by the light of resurrection and realizing that there are other mountains to be climbed.

Where is the exodus of Jesus taking you today?

Facing the Sugar Loaf opposite the sea, there is another mountain on which Christ, the Redeemer, spreads
outstretched arms over the city. The view from there is not so blue and not so restful. That mountain is not
surrounded by the ocean but by the city itself. In order to get to Christ, the Redeemer's mountain, the one who
is on the Sugar Loaf has to go down, take the bus, risk being robbed, meet and probably speak with some
people, breathe the polluted air, dance the Carnival for a while and then start crossing parts of a forest until
getting to the top. There, another vastness resonates, another glory shines with a different sense of
completeness under the open arms of the Redeemer Christ.

Between the Sugar Loaf and the Redeemer's mountain, there are millions of people dancing carnival today.
There were thousands dancing Carnival in Luzern last week and tomorrow and in many parts of Europe.
Carnival is a wonderful experience of glory, amazement and completeness. Life changes. Faces and bodies are
transformed. Misery is forgotten. The hardship of life is put aside for a few days. People's face shine. It is
almost impossible to hold such a joy. No one wants to leave the streets, the clubs or the Sambodromo,
wherever one is dancing.

Have you had a day of glory? Did you ever have a moment when your face shone? Are you expecting one?

In this day of Jesus' transfiguration, may we find our own experience of joy, completeness and glory, either
here or on the top of a mountain.
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